
A Deep Generative Model Imitating Predictive
Coding in Human Brain

Abstract

In recent years, the development of deep generative models for prediction has
been attracting attention. In our study, we focus on predictive coding, a concept
from the neuroscience literature that hypothesizes the brain is constantly making
predictions of sensory input, and attempt to develop a human brain-like prediction
model. PredNet is a deep learning model based on the concept of predictive
coding, however, it can predict the next image with the same prediction interval,
but not with any intervals. On the other hand, Temporal Differential Variational
Auto-Encoder (TD-VAE) can predict the next images with any prediction intervals,
although it is not a model reflecting human brain function. In this work, we
develop a new human brain-like prediction model by unifying PredNet and TD-
VAE, combining both predictive coding and flexible interval prediction abilities
in one single model. Through experiments on the KITTI Vision Benchmark, we
confirmed that our proposed model can predict the next images correctly with
flexible prediction intervals. We also investigated the correlation between the
feature values of representation layers in the model architecture and human brain
activity data evoked under natural video stimulation.

1 Introduction

Recently, machine learning and deep learning technologies have been widely used in the development
of fundamental technologies for decoding human brain and brain-machine interface (BMI). Predictive
coding is a theoretical hypothesis that the brain continually generates predictions of sensory input and
compares to its actual input. PredNet [8] is a neural network model based on the concept of predictive
coding. It learns to predict the next future image frames in a video sequence by mimicking the process
hypothesized to happen in the cerebral cortex. The model consists of hierarchical neural networks
with dynamic processes of both bottom-up and top-down. Although PredNet predicts the next scenes
sequentially, it is not able to generate predictions with flexible prediction intervals. On the other hand,
Temporal Differential Variational Auto-Encoder (TD-VAE) [3] is a deep generative model that can
predict the next scene with flexible prediction intervals by introducing a state variable that represents
beliefs in its model. In this research, we combine the strengths of PredNet, a model that imitates the
prediction mechanism that happens in the cerebral cortex, and TD-VAE, a model that can generate
predictions with flexible prediction intervals. We built a model that mimics the prediction function
at the cerebral cortex and also enables it to make predictions with flexible prediction intervals. We
evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed model by conducting two experiments: one is to confirm
whether our proposed model can predict the next scenes with flexible intervals with the KITTI Vision
Benchmark dataset [2], and the other is to investigate whether there appears predictive coding function
in our model by observing the correlation between the actual brain activity data, e.g., fMRI data, with
the values of the hidden states of our model.
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2 PredNet vs. TD-VAE

The overview of PredNet is illustrated in Figure 1. PredNet consists of a hierarchical representation
of a series of repeating stacked modules. Each module has four internal components: an input
convolutional layer, a recurrent convolutional representation layer, a convolutional prediction layer,
and an error representation. In each module, the representation layer represents a state for prediction
and the input layer deals with the input information. The prediction layer generates an internal
prediction state and the error layer takes the difference between the prediction and the input and
outputs an error representation. In PredNet, the top-down and bottom-up process functions to generate
predictions – predictions generated at the upper layers of the model are passed to the lower layers
through the representation modules, on the contrary, the errors detected in the lower layers are passed
to the upper layers. This mechanism corresponds to the behaviors of the generalized equation of state,
therefore, it is possible to make predictions.

Temporal Differential Variational Auto-Encoder (TD-VAE) [3] is a deep generative model that
incorporates belief state into Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [5]. In TD-
VAE, Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [4], which deals with the information sequentially provided,
helps to achieve prediction tasks. TD-VAE also observes input data and predicts the behavior of the
system about the forecast target by using state variables called ’belief’ in the background. The whole
flow of TD-VAE observes input information and propagates them to the belief layer that the behavior
of TD-VAE’s system is incorporated, and does an inference of prediction at an arbitrary time via
prediction module. The inference information is generated through the decoder module as predictions
at an arbitrary time. The outline of TD-VAE is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 1: PredNet (left:hierachical representation
of a series of repeating stacked modules; right:
content of a module)

Figure 2: TD-VAE

3 Predictive coding model with flexible prediction interval ability

In this research, we constructed a new deep learning model for the next image prediction by integrating
the function of TD-VAE with that of PredNet. The overview of our proposed model is illustrated
in Figure 3. Let us assume the current time is t1 and the future time we would like to predict is
t2. The input information to our model is sequential data and is directly input to the layer called
belief state. The belief state which corresponds to a layer defined as the behavior of the model can be
objectively observed, and also can be regarded as it stores all the information observed from the past
to the present. First, zt1,l, the l-th layer’s a latent variable at time t1, is generated by bt1,l, the belief
state of the same layer at time t1. Here, zt1,` indicates the behaviors of an observation target at time
t1. zt2,` is a latent variable of the same layer at time t2. zt2,` is predicted by the transition probability
of p(zt2,`|zt1,`). Because this model learns a series of states in advance, it can use a smoothing
distribution p(ẑt1,`|bt2,l) to estimate ẑt1,`. This enables the model possible to predict the next states
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with various prediction intervals, unlike PredNet. Because the inferred zt1,` and the inferred ẑt1,`
should be the same at time t1, As well as the l-th layer, the same procedure happens on the l + 1-th
layer, and then the error signal between zt1,`+1 and ẑt1,`+1 is propagated to the upper-layer. In this
way, the learning of the model is performed by reducing the error signals iteratively propagated to the
upper layers. Then the latent state zt2 at time t2 is predicted from the state zt1,` at time t1, through
the prediction layer. The output image is generated from the state zt2 through the decoder layer. This
mechanism to propagate error from the bottom-up layer and propagate the inferred value to the belief
state from the upper layer imitates the bottom-up and top-down processing performed in the human
cortex. This model predicts the latent variable to generate an observation object. This means that the
belief state learns how the latent variable generates observation objects through learning sequential
input information at the training phase and then becomes able to predict latent variables to generate
observation objects at the inference phase.
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Figure 3: Our model combining both predictive coding and flexible interval prediction abilities

4 Experiment

We conducted two experiments to compare the predicted images between PredNet and our model,
and also to confirm whether there is a correlation between the brain activity data observed while
human subjects were watching a movie and the internal state represented at the latent layers of the
prediction models, i.e., PredNet and our proposed model. Table 1 shows the experimental settings for
training PredNet and our proposed model.

Table 1: Architectural configurations of PredNet and our model.

model name PredNet Our model
# Layers 4 4

Size of convolutional filter 3 × 3 (for all convolutions) 3 × 3 (for all convolutions)
# Channels From lower module, 3, 48, 96, 192 From lower module, 3, 48, 96, 192

Optimization algorithm Adam [6] Adam [6]
( α=0.001,β1=0.9,β2=0.999) ( α=0.0005,β1=0.9,β2=0.9995)

learning rate decay After the midpoint α=0.0001 After the midpoint α=0.0001
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4.1 Experiment 1: confirmation of the prediction ability

We verified the prediction ability between PredNet and our model especially in terms of flexibility
for prediction intervals. In the experiment, we used the dataset of the KITTI Vision Benchmark
Suite [2] for training and testing the models. This dataset is the world’s largest automotive benchmark
dataset and was developed by Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and Toyota Technological Institute
at Chicago. It contains videos taken from a car, which are prepared as 10 frames per second, i.e., one
image every 0.1 seconds, for each of the five driving situation categories. The information about 15
items such as object types, the orientation of the object seen from a camera. etc. is annotated to each
image. In the implementation of PredNet, we used PyTorch framework [10] and the hyperparameters
adopted by the prior study [8].

The prediction intervals were set as 0.1 seconds. Figure 4 shows the results of PredNet and our model
comparing with the original movie.

Figure 4: An example of prediction result between PredNet and our model comparing with the scenes
of the original movie

The experimental results show that the accuracy of the prediction by PredNet decreases as the
prediction interval increases. On the other hand, we could confirm that our model could predict
almost the same scene as the one of the original movie.

4.2 Experiment 2: Correlation between model representations and brain activities

We trained PredNet and our model on the same natural movies used in [9]. As preprocessing for the
movies of this dataset to be used in the models, we extracted a series of still images from a video
at 10fps and downsampled the size of the images to 160×120 pixels. To confirm the correlation
between the internal states of the representation layers of both models and human brain activities,
we obtained the correlation coefficient between the brain activity data and each internal state of the
representation layer, R0,R1,R2, and R3 in Figure 5 by estimating the value of the internal state of
each layer by means of ridge regression – due to resource limitations, we did not estimate the value
of layer R1, since the internal state has very high dimensions (230,400). As the brain activity data we
used in the experiments, we employed the image stimuli observed by fMRI from the subjects who
were watching a movie. The data has 65,665 dimensions corresponding to the cerebral cortex part
among all 96×96×72 observed voxels by fMRI. We constructed a regression model with the data
of 4,497 representation-brain activity pairs by means of ridge regression, and evaluated the model
on 300 pairs. We evaluated the obtained model in terms of mean square error. An overview of the
process of regressing the value of the internal state of each layer from brain activity data for PredNet
and our model is illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.

Table 2 shows the correlation coefficients between the actual values of the inner representations
acquired during a prediction task and the corresponding values of the representation layers of R0, R2,
and R3, estimated from brain activities using ridge regression. As α, a weight for regularization term
in ridge regression, we tried values in the range of {0.50, 1.0× 103, 2.5× 104}.
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Figure 5: Correlation (PredNet)
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Figure 6: Correlation (our model)

Table 2: Correlation between the feature values and its estimated values from brain activity data in
each model.

PredNet Our Model
α 0.5 1K 25K 0.5 1K 25K

R0 0.2623 0.2971 0.3207 0.2635 0.2983 0.3291
R2 0.0925 0.1459 0.1955 0.0003 0.0012 0.0016
R3 0.0254 0.1217 0.1871 0.0004 0.0009 0.0012

For PredNet and our proposed model, the correlation coefficient between the feature value of the
lowest layer, R0, estimated from brain activity data, and the actual value of R0 is approximately 0.32,
when α is 2.5× 104. From this result, we could say that there is a somewhat significant correlation
to those in the field of neuroscience. Furthermore, comparing PredNet and our model, as for the
correlation coefficient of R0, we confirmed that our model is slightly higher than PredNet, while
there is no correlation for the other layers, i.e., R2 and R3. This is because our proposed model infers
with only the lowest layer, i.e., R0 in the same way as TD-VAE. Thus, we could not confirm the
correlation between the feature values of those layers.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we have proposed a new model for predictive coding in the brain by integrating the
architecture of PredNet with that of TD-VAE so that the model can predict with flexible prediction
intervals. Our model is modified so that it can predict the behaviors of the latent variable which
generates prediction objects, unlike PredNet can predict observation objects, i.e., sensory input.
Through the experiments, we have confirmed that our model outperformed PredNet in the task of
predicting images of a movie. Moreover, we investigated whether there is a correlation between the
feature values of the representation layers in both PredNet and our model and the brain activity data
from the fMRI while a subject was watching a movie. Through this experiment, we have confirmed
that there is a somewhat significant correlation between human brain activity data and the feature
values of the lowest layer, R0, in both PredNet and our proposed model. As future work, we will
further improve the proposed model and quantitatively evaluate the prediction accuracy.
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